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OF THE FATHER'S LOVE BE-GOT-TEN

HE IS AL-PHA AND O-ME-GA,
ERE THE WORLD BE-GAN TO BE,
He the Source the End - ing He; of the things that are, that have been

And that future years shall see, ever-more and ever-
CEIV. ING
BARE THE SAVIOR OF
OUR RACE. AND THE BALE, THE WORLD'S
EVER MORE AND EVER MORE!

SLOWER (I.c.58)

O YE HEIGHTS OF HEAV'N A-DORE HIM;

ARCHIVES
MAESTROSO

PRaises sing, proud Dominions, bow before Him, and exalt our God;

MAESTROSO

And King;

Let no tongue on earth be silent.
Every voice in concert ring,

Every voice in concert, concert ring, ever more and ever more!

Every more and ever more!

Keep slower tempo, or tempo II?